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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, we study about the different types of fault 
tolerance techniques which are used in various distributed 
database systems. The main focus of this research is about 
how the data are stored in the servers, fault detection 
techniques and the recovery techniques used. A fault can 
occur for many reasons. For example, system failure, resource 
failure, network between the server’s failure and any other 
reasons. These faults must be emphasis in order to make sure 
the system can work smoothly without any problem. A proper 
failure detector and a reliable fault tolerance technique can 
avoid loss and at once save the system from fail. 
 
Key words: Data recovery, Distributed database, Fault 
detection, Fault tolerance. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In these days and age, data are very precious commodity 
Hence, it is important to make sure the data is well kept and 
secure. In order to keep the data safe, the usage of distributed 
database is more efficient compare to centralized database. 
Centralized database is a database that is located, stored and 
maintained in a single location. Thus, when the server is 
down or disaster happens, the whole data will be lost. 
Meanwhile, decentralized database or also known as 
distributed database is installed on systems that are 
geographically located at different location. Hence, in the 
event of disaster, there will always be another back up servers 
that have the same data. Therefore, distributed database 
system is more efficient in the term of preserving the data 
availability and reliability. 
 
However, distributed database system cannot avoid from 
facing failures. This will result a faulty system. A faulty 
system can lead to a serious damage. A real time distributed 
database system is highly dependable on the reliability of the 
systems. If the failure is not detected and recovered properly 
at time, it can result to a system failure. For the critical 
systems that need frequently update such as such as flight 

 
 

control systems, banking system, nuclear systems and etc, 
they must be well functioning with high availability even 
under any failures. Hence, fault tolerance is very important 
technique to maintain system reliability and dependability. 
 
Fault ought to be identified by applying a reliable fault 
detector followed by a recovery technique. Unreliable fault 
detector can commit errors by mistakenly trusting crashed 
process or suspecting the correct process. The rest of the paper 
is organized as Section 1 is introduction, Section 2 is fault 
tolerance techniques and Section 3 is literature review. 
 
2. FAULT TOLERANCE TECHNIQUES 
There are many fault tolerance techniques that have been in 
order to make sure all the systems can still function under a 
failure occurrence. Based on fault tolerance policies and 
techniques, it can be classified into two types; proactive and 
reactive as shown in Figure 1 [1]. 

2.2 Proactive Fault Tolerance 
The concept of proactive fault tolerance policy is to predict 
faults and replace suspicious components in advance by 
avoiding recovery from faults, errors, and failures. This policy 
will detect the faults before the actual problems occur. This 
policy prevents the system from calculating the node failures 
by analyzing some of the applications (tasks, processes, or 
virtual machines) away from the failing nodes. In other word, 
this policy prevents the failures to affect the running parallel 
applications. Several technologies based on these policies 
such as software rejuvenation self-healing capabilities and 
preemptive migration are proposed.  

 
Figure 1: Fault tolerance types of group 
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 Software rejuvenation: A system with a method 

designed for periodic reboots. This method will 
reboot the system in a clean state and will be useful 
for a new startup [2]. 

  Self-healing: The basic idea is to make an 
auto-control of the failure of an application instance 
running on multiple virtual machines. This idea is 
done to improve the performance. If difference 
instances of the application are running on different 
virtual machines, then automatically handle the 
failure of the application instance. 

 Preemptive migration: Preemptive migration is 
counted through the feedback loop control 
mechanism. Applications are constantly identified 
and analyzed. 

 
2.3 Reactive Fault Tolerance 
 
The reactive fault tolerance policy is also known as 
on-demand fault tolerance. It reduces the impact of failures on 
application execution when the failure occurs effectively. 
There are various methods based on this policy such as 
replication, check-pointing and scheduling. 
 

 Replication: Storing several copies of the same data in 
different servers is the basic idea of data replication. 
This obviously increases the performance by 
decreasing remote access latency and failure [3]. 
Providing reliable services along with high data 
availability and the performance are the important 
requirements that need to be essentially met. The 
concept of replication is used to ensure these 
requirements. The main idea of replication is to 
manage large volumes of data in a distributed 
manner, speeds up data access, reduces access 
latency and increases data availability [4], [5], [6]. 
There are three fundamental questions that must be 
answered in managing replica placement strategy 
[7]. The three questions are: When must the copies 
be produced? What data must be copied? Where the 
copies must be allocated? 

 Check-pointing: It is the process to saving from 
complete execution a task [8]. Check-pointing 
approach balances the load of processors in a 
distributed system; processes are moved from 
heavily loaded processors to lightly loaded ones. 
Check-Pointing process periodically provides the 
information necessary to move it from one processor 
to another [9]. Check-Pointing can be initiated from 
within grid systems or within applications. 

 Scheduling: It is used to overcome the drawback of 
check-pointing in distributed environment [8]. It is 
categorized as time-sharing scheduling, space 
sharing scheduling, and hybrid (combination of 
both). Scheduling is used for load balancing as well 
as fault tolerance in distributed system on the basis of 

space or time sharing [8], [10]. There are three 
approaches of scheduling such as space, time and 
hybrid. Space scheduling is used to tolerate 
permanent or hardware type of fault from a system. 
The Primary-Backup approach is applied in space 
redundancy. Time redundancy is used when there is 
intermittent type of fault in the system and hybrid 
redundancy is used when both are required. 

 
3.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The existing fault tolerance techniques consider various 
parameter which are the platform used, simulation or real 
time, technique used to detect, recovery technique used, 
advantages and drawbacks are being compared in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: The Comparison Among Existing Techniques 

 
A new checkpoint technique is proposed to minimize the 
checkpoint overhead in distributed system [11]. This 
technique will reduce the number of checkpoints by 
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increasing the checkpoint interval. The study of the rate of 
system failure will be conducted first in order to decide the 
increasing of checkpoint interval. If the system failure rate is 
high and almost all systems crashed during the interval time, 
then the checkpoint schedule will remain the same as 
traditional checkpoint. Otherwise, if the system failure rate is 
low and no system shows failure during the specific time, then 
it will increase the checkpoint interval. The result shows that 
the time consumed when the checkpoint is increased is lesser 
than the normal checkpoint. 
 
An enhancement technique from Redundant Array of 
Inexpensive Disks 5 (RAID 5) is proposed [12]. During the 
first half of this technique, it will be similar to RAID 5 
technique. It will divide the data into blocks (databases) and 
also will calculate the parity blocks. During the experiment 
all databases are assumed located in different locations. 
Instead of 4 blocks that has been used in RAID 5, this new 
technique required of 6 minimum blocks. This will improve 
the fault tolerance because it can handle 2 databases failure 
that occurred at the same time. The surviving database will 
not only have to handle the recovery, but it also needs to deal 
with the requested task from client for itself as well as the 
failure database. 
 
A checkpointing and replication technique is proposed in 
order to handle system failure [9]. Each replica will 
periodically checkpoint onto its stable state. Upon resuming 
after failure, the recovering replica will retrieve the last 
checkpoint state and will install the latest checkpoint. It will 
also request the most recent data on all replicas to ensure data 
consistency. Furthermore, this code can be used to scale any 
existing Java applications. 
 
An active-active technique called GANNET is proposed [13]. 
This paper critiqued the usage of active-passive technique 
paper. Active-passive technique will cause high performance 
overhead due to release outputs of services. It is because of 
large amount of states to be transferred. Even though 
active-active systems have greatly reduced the load in 
transferring the data, it will get worse in case of performance 
for online services when intensive I/O workload exist. Thus, 
this paper presented a new replication fault tolerance 
technique for active-active virtual machine, GANNET. 
GANNET will only have 36 and 49 code respectively and can 
handle single point of VM failure. The result shows huge 
contribution in storage checkpoint duration compared to 
existing technique only when the present of intensive I/O 
workload exist. 
 
An efficient fault tolerance technique in distributed 
in-memory caching system is proposed [14]. This technique 
adopts Row-Diagonal Parity (RDP) codes in improving 
efficiency Memcached system. RDP array is defined by a 

controlling parameter p which is should be a prime number 
and must be greater than 2. The minimum nodes for this 
technique would be four based on the equation for total nodes 
p+1, where p=3. Moreover, the parity block will follow the 
equation p-2. For the data recovery, this technique uses 
RDOR-based Data Recovery which acquires less 
transmissions during reconstruction. For example, the 
standard decoding process to recover all the data block where 
p=5 it will need 16 blocks in total for RDP. By using RDOR it 
will need to have 12 blocks only. Thus, recovery time will be 
faster compared to RDP. 
 
A fault tolerance technique of Hadoop Mapreduce under 
failure occurrence is discussed [15]. Fault tolerance in 
Hadoop Mapreduce uses timeout as a failure detection. When 
there is a task failure occur, the worker node or also called as 
slave node will sends heartbeat to notify the master node 
about the failure. Next, the master node will try to re-execute 
from scratch on another healthy node. This process may be 
taking a long recovery time and will lead to unpredictable 
tasks execution time and resources wastage. In order to detect 
the failure, the master node will check if any slave node has 
not sent the heartbeat message within 10 minutes. Then, if the 
master node fails, MapReduce will automatically restart the 
master node and rescheduling all the failure tasks. 
 
This proposed fault tolerance technique is quite same with the 
technique that discussed above. It uses a heartbeat failure 
detection technique to detect any failure from Region Server 
(RS) or Data Node [16]. Both nodes are containing their own 
data. From the experiment, it shows even when a node fails 
and process the maximum load for the configuration the 
system is able to recover and continue processing with 
reasonable latency. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Fault tolerance is very important in order to handle the 
occurrence of fault especially in distributed database system 
or critical data system. Several existing fault detection and 
fault recovery techniques and models has been reviewed and 
been compared in this paper. In the present scenario, there are 
number of challenges which need some concern hence fault 
tolerance will need to evolve to be able to solve the design 
fault problem. 
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